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“We are Doctors, We Care”

Until as late as 2006, the private GPs, despite accounting for only 40% of the outpatient healthcare providers, were able see up to 60% 
of the outpatient load. Despite this heavy load, waiting time in GP clinics was seldom an issue. Our patients were happy. They got the 
care they needed as and when required with little fuss. Our GPs provided an a�ordable, personalised medical care service which has 
proven to be the backbone of primary care since Merdeka.

Today, things have changed. Their patient load have been severely a�ected by the many adhoc measures taken by the Ministry of 
Health which were aimed at de-congesting government hospital outpatient departments. The sad thing is that congestion in public 
facilities are not better today compared to 20 years ago. There is a misperception that public healthcare is cheap, almost free and that 
this justi�es the long waiting time.

The comment that care in private sector is expensive is not true. It must be remembered that the cost in public facility is not cheaper 
but is heavily subsidised by the taxpayer.

Based on a previous study in 1986 by the Ministry of Health, the cost of per patient-doctor encounter in the private GP clinic (RM28 per 
patient) is way below that in the government clinic (RM56 per patient). If we were to study the di�erential cost for today, the situation 
will still be the same. Hence with just outsourcing the patient to the GPs, the government already will make substantial savings and thus 
help alleviate the physical as well as economic burden on the system. 

The private GP system is an e�cient and cost-e�ective system to ease outpatient congestion leaving the government hospitals to focus 
on secondary and tertiary care. Sending the patients to the GPs near their home (de-centralisation) makes common sense and is 
economically the correct solution like what is being done is a neighbouring country.

Our message to the pessimists is NO, the Malaysian healthcare system is not in the verge of collapsing but in its present track will require 
more money to be spent just to maintain status quo to cope with this basic issue of increasing number of patients with NCDs and also 
infectious diseases. With the cost of living going up, we are already seeing more and more patients opting for the heavily subsidised 
public facilities and this will escalate the congestion.

To all our fellow doctors, we are fully aware of the changing landscape of private practice. Some of the e�ects are indeed quite demoralising. Talk about retirement 
and giving up medical practice altogether is quite common nowadays.

The challenge for the GP today is to remain relevant to the healthcare needs of our patients and the community. Our patients will want a�ordable care, minimal 
waiting time and seamless integration with secondary/tertiary care and personalised service. These are things that we can easily o�er. 

The Federation will �nd solutions for you to work with and in tandem with the new laws and regulations. So keep in touch and participate regularly with all our 
programmes. The way ahead in this changing healthcare landscape today is to have a collective response at all times.

It is time for the profession to rally together to �ght for the betterment of the profession for better patient care. It is for this very reason we have Doctors’  Day on 
10th October every year.

Good doctors do deserve appreciation and recognition from our fellow professionals, our patients and the rakyat. 

Happy Doctors’ Day 2016 to all members of the fraternity.
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Doctors’ Day 2015 at Bayview Beach Hotel, Batu Ferringhi, 10th October 2015
Organised by the Penang Medical Practitioners' Society / FPMPAM

Local Chieftains.....

Hard-earned prizes, the best from Ipoh

With invited guests from sister societies
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Organised by the Penang Medical Practitioners' Society / FPMPAM
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Doctors’ Day 2015 at Bayview Beach Hotel, Batu Ferringhi, 10th October 2015
Organised by the Penang Medical Practitioners' Society / FPMPAM

Best dressed couple
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Doctors’ Day 2015 at Bayview Beach Hotel, Batu Ferringhi, 10th October 2015
Organised by the Penang Medical Practitioners' Society / FPMPAM
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Thumbs up from senior veteran Dato’ Dr Lim Boon Sho and Dr KoKo Win



Doctors Day 2015, October 2015
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Silk Road Tour, September 2015
Organised by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society
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Group Photo at Etigar Mosque



Silk Road Tour, September 2015
Organised by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society
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Group Photo at Dunhuang
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Group Photo at Dunhuang
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Silk Road Tour, September 2015
Organised by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society

Tianshan Grand Canyon

Tianshan Grand Canyon
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Silk Road Tour, September 2015
Organised by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society

Tianshan Grand Canyon

Dam near Lake Karakul

Yar City, Turpan
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Silk Road Tour, September 2015
Organised by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society

Massive road construction on Highway to Lake Karakul

Gaochang Ancient City
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Silk Road Tour, September 2015
Organised by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society

Lake Karakul

Astana Graveyard

Lake Karakul
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Family Day at Sea View Hotel and Resort, Pangkor Island, 9th - 10th January 2016
Hosted by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society

It was a two-day event on 9th - 10th January 2016 with fifty seven people 

joining for a relaxing weekend. The majority were from the PMPS and 

FPMPAM Committees.

9th January 2016
Many came early to book their own round island and shopping tour. Some 

were at the swimming pool for some exercise. By late evening hornbills 

appeared for feeding and cameras were clicking at close range. 

Unfortunately, the sunset was unspectacular as it did not light up the sky and 

sea with golden colour. On commencement of barbecue dinner, the PMPS 

President, Dr Yek Sing Chee, welcomed all the participants. Dr Steven Chow, 

President of FPMPAM, also gave a short speech. Beer was sponsored by the 

PMPS President. Food was excellent. Fellowship continued until bedtime.

10th January 2016
More hornbills came for their breakfast. Some were very adept at catching 

food thrown to them. After a good breakfast members were preparing for their 

excursion and shopping. The FPMPAM Committee meeting was held at 

10.30 am and followed by the PMPS Committee meeting at 12.00 noon. After 

lunch, we departed for home.  It was a good family outing and deserve wider 

support from members.
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Hosted by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society
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Family Day at Sea View Hotel and Resort, Pangkor Island, 9th - 10th January 2016
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Family Day at Sea View Hotel and Resort, Pangkor Island, 9th - 10th January 2016
Hosted by the Perak Medical Practitioners' Society

Federation Council Meeting
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PMPASKL Annual Golf Tournament at Glenmarie Golf & Country Club
17th April 2016
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PMPASKL Annual Golf Tournament at Glenmarie Golf & Country Club
17th April 2016
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PMPASKL Annual Golf Tournament at Glenmarie Golf & Country Club
17th April 2016
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Mulu Miri Tour, May 2016
Organised by the Perak Medical Practitioners’ Society

Group photo at Benarat Lodge Dining

1st Oil Well in Miri
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Mulu Miri Tour, May 2016
Organised by the Perak Medical Practitioners’ Society

Charming ladies waiting to check-in at Meritzs Hotel, Miri

Waiting for lunch to be served.... a restaurant in Miri
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Perak Medical Practitioners’ Society Informal Dinner, 8th May 2016
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A Presidential Speech and Song



Perak Medical Practitioners’ Society Informal Dinner, 8th May 2016
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Dancing Queens



Perak Medical Practitioners’ Society Informal Dinner, 8th May 2016
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Sorting out the winners of the games



Perak Medical Practitioners’ Society Informal Dinner, 8th May 2016
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Sekinchan Healthcamp, 12th June 2016

With the participation of FPMPAM/CARE team

Starting early35



Sekinchan Healthcamp, 12th June 2016

36 The Money Tree in Sekinchan



Sekinchan Healthcamp, 12th June 2016
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Sekinchan Healthcamp, 12th June 2016
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Sekinchan Healthcamp, 12th June 2016
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Private Medical Practitioners’ Association of Selangor and Kuala Lumpur
AGM and Annual Scientific Meeting, 24th April 2016
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AGM of the Federation of Private Medical Practitioners’ Associations, Malaysia
24th April 2016
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AGM of the Federation of Private Medical Practitioners’ Associations, Malaysia
24th April 2016
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9th NatCAM at Four Points by Sheraton, Penang, 5th - 7th August 2016
Organised by the Addiction Medicine Association of Malaysia and FPMPAM
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Book Launch



FPMPAM / CARE Healthcamp at Keningau, Sabah
10th - 14th August 2016
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The Team at Kg Bonor



FPMPAM / CARE Healthcamp at Keningau, Sabah
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FPMPAM / CARE Healthcamp at Keningau, Sabah
10th - 14th August 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE Healthcamp at Keningau, Sabah
10th - 14th August 2016
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The Team at Kg Dalit

The Team at Simbuan



Bundu Tambunan Healthcamp, August 2016
Organised by the Association of Private Practitioners Sabah

The Association of Private Practitioners Sabah (APPS) in collaboration with the Sabah Cancer Volunteers Association and the community leaders 
had organised a health campaign recently at Bundu Tambunan, an interior part of Sabah, Malaysia.

The programme started with several speeches to acknowledge the contributions of each association and the community leaders. A heath talk was 
given by Dr Rizin Kusop, the Honorary Secretary of APPS, with the aim to increase the awareness of cancer diseases as well as other relevant 
diseases.

Heath screening was conducted by the team to check relelevant health parameters such as Blood Pressure, Body Mass Index and Blood Sugar 
Level. 

A Question and Answer session was also conducted to address common health problems put forward by the attendees. 

The activity had successfully benefited more than 100 people.
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Bundu Tambunan Healthcamp, August 2016
Organised by the Association of Private Practitioners Sabah
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Association of Private Practitioners Sabah ( APPS ) Inaugural Meeting
April 2016
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Medical Camp 2015 at Pokok Sena, 19th December 2015
Organised by the Private Medical Practitioners’ Society Kedah / Perlis
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Medical Camp 2015 at Pokok Sena, 19th December 2015
Organised by the Private Medical Practitioners’ Society Kedah / Perlis
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp II, 25th - 27th March 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp II, 25th - 27th March 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp II, 25th - 27th March 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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The Team in Kuala Kedah



FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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The Team in Baling



FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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FPMPAM / CARE / Impian Kedah Medical Camp III, 23rd - 25th September 2016
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The Team  in Kubang Pasu



Federation / CARE Team Medical Camp at Setiawangsa, Kuala Lumpur 
20th December 2015
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Federation / CARE Team Medical Camp at Setiawangsa, Kuala Lumpur 
20th December 2015
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Federation / CARE Team Medical Camp at Setiawangsa, Kuala Lumpur 
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Federation / CARE Team Medical Camp at Setiawangsa, Kuala Lumpur 
20th December 2015
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6th Nursing Conference & 8th Training Course For Clinic Personnel, 5th - 6th August 2016
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The event was held at Sentosa Regency Hotel from 5th - 6th August 2016. A total of 81 participants comprising 25 nurses, a physiotherapist and 55 clinical 
personnel attended this year event. A total of 13 speakers from various disciplines such as doctors, physiotherapist and AIMST nursing lecturers spoke on 
various topics / subjects. The participants were divided into 2 groups (nurses and clinical personnels) and the programmes ran concurrently.

Dr Uma, Mrs Tajudin, Sta� from Fisio & Rehab Utara and
Poliklinik Utara help out in the registration

Our Special Guest, President of FPMPAM, Dr Steven Chow and
President of PMPS Kedah/Perlis, Dr Mohd Tajudin

Dr Siti Farida, the Co-Organising Chairperson and
Facilitator for Clinic Personnel SectionThe Organising Chairman, Dr Tan Poh Teng



6th Nursing Conference & 8th Training Course For Clinic Personnel, 5th - 6th August 2016
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Dr Steven Chow, Dr Mohd Tajudin and Dr Tan Poh Teng Practical Session on “TRANSFER OF PATIENT”

Group Photo - Clinic Personnel Group Photo - Nurses



6th Nursing Conference & 8th Training Course For Clinic Personnel, 5th - 6th August 2016
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Practical Session on CPR Hemlich Manouvre

Bandaging CPR and Hemlich Manouvre



6th Nursing Conference & 8th Training Course For Clinic Personnel, 5th - 6th August 2016
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Role Play - Di�cult Patient Quiz Winner

Dr Najimu, Pediatrician from Kedah Medical Centre on
“NUTRITIONAL & FEEDING FOR YOUNG CHILDREN”

Photo of Working Committee (From Left -
Mr Garrick Foong, Dr Umasundari, Dr Siti Farida and Dr Tan Poh Teng)



This Doctor is on a Mission to Take Back Medicine
I’m taking back medicine.

If you didn’t know it left or that someone stole it, I’ll give you a pass. Medicine 
has been disguised for a long time now. And, when you leave the scene in 
camou�age, you often go unnoticed.

Medicine is supposed to be the science or practice of diagnosing, treating, 
and preventing disease. I love medicine. There’s so much to learn. Lots of 
complexities and so many people to help. Medicine gives me an avenue to 
serve, because if we don’t have our health, what do we have? Illness. And, 
none of us want that.

I’ve trained to be a physician. I’ve learned lots of things that can help you with 
sickness. But, in order to do this, they have to let me practise. And, yes, they 
are the people who have taken medicine.

When did medicine become more about meeting than doing? When I �rst 
became interested in medicine, physicians worked. We worked days and 
nights, hours on end. We learned by working. We worked by doing. And, 
things weren’t perfect then. But, we took care of patients by actually doing 
something that literally moved the needle.

Now, it’s di�erent. We just meet about it.

Toward the end of my medical training, administrative meetings were already 
running rampant. We’d meet because some group said we should be doing a 
quality improvement project. Just some new regulatory thing. Gotta come up 
with a project. Every year.

News �ash for the folks scheduling meetings: that’s not how innovation 
works.

Bureaucracies don’t drive innovation. Never have. Never will. I’ll tell you how 
we did those practice improvement projects that someone else told us we 
should be doing. We usually would type up some protocol that we were 
already doing and then add it as another formal policy. Box checked. That’s 
what humans do when they are given futile tasks with poor incentives.

Meetings in health care have really just become smokescreens for 
government-driven busywork. Sure, they can be functional, and in fact, they 
always add more functions for all of us to do. But, most of the time these 
meetings aren’t productive for patient care because they’ve lost sight of the 
one thing medicine was built upon: the patient-physician relationship.

Take a look at the graph included here. It outlines the growth of 
administrators in health care compared to physicians over the last forty years. 
And, it includes an overlay of America’s health care spending over that same 
time. Take a look at the yellow color. A picture is worth a thousand words,
isn’t it?

You see, when you have that much administration, what you really have is a 
bunch of meetings. Lots of folks carrying their co�ee from place to place.
They are meeting about more policies and more protocols to satisfy 
government-created nonsense. But, this type of thing in health care isn’t 
�xing things. It’s not moving the needle.

What moves things is innovation. And, innovation isn’t some concept that 
responds to being forced. It develops when the right chemicals exist in the 
right moment for an exciting explosion. It happens when someone in a 
free-market recognizes a problem and creates a business idea to solve it. But, 
we’ve completely lost this environment for innovation in health care. 
Medicine has been kidnapped by a bunch of government-driven regulations 
that cost billions of unnecessary taxpayer dollars for oversight.

I get it. We need some administrators. And, I’ve got a few good friends that do 
this job well. They should be somewhere on the graph, because medical 
providers need support systems. I get their role. I’ve got a Master’s Degree in 
health organizational management myself.

But, the point I’m making is that the bureaucracy has exploded out of control. 
When you have so many excessive regulations that you need that many 
people overseeing checkboxes instead of delivering medical care, you aren’t 
just sti�ing innovation, you are having untoward e�ects on cost control. 
Medicine used to be about you and me. In fact, where in the world did the 
patient-physician relationship go? I guess that it left when Medicine did.

I don’t care what you do. You can take me out, join me, or get out of my way. 
But, I’m on a mission to take medicine back.

Rocky Bilhartz is a cardiologist and the author of Finding Truth in Transparency: 
Our Broken Healthcare System and How We Can Heal It. He can be reached at 
BilhartzMD.com.

http://www.kevinmd.com
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bunch of meetings. Lots of folks carrying their co�ee from place to place.
They are meeting about more policies and more protocols to satisfy 
government-created nonsense. But, this type of thing in health care isn’t 
�xing things. It’s not moving the needle.

What moves things is innovation. And, innovation isn’t some concept that 
responds to being forced. It develops when the right chemicals exist in the 
right moment for an exciting explosion. It happens when someone in a 
free-market recognizes a problem and creates a business idea to solve it. But, 
we’ve completely lost this environment for innovation in health care. 
Medicine has been kidnapped by a bunch of government-driven regulations 
that cost billions of unnecessary taxpayer dollars for oversight.

I get it. We need some administrators. And, I’ve got a few good friends that do 
this job well. They should be somewhere on the graph, because medical 
providers need support systems. I get their role. I’ve got a Master’s Degree in 
health organizational management myself.

But, the point I’m making is that the bureaucracy has exploded out of control. 
When you have so many excessive regulations that you need that many 
people overseeing checkboxes instead of delivering medical care, you aren’t 
just sti�ing innovation, you are having untoward e�ects on cost control. 
Medicine used to be about you and me. In fact, where in the world did the 
patient-physician relationship go? I guess that it left when Medicine did.

I don’t care what you do. You can take me out, join me, or get out of my way. 
But, I’m on a mission to take medicine back.

Rocky Bilhartz is a cardiologist and the author of Finding Truth in Transparency: 
Our Broken Healthcare System and How We Can Heal It. He can be reached at 
BilhartzMD.com.

http://www.kevinmd.com
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Sarawak Private Medical Practitioners Association

Association of Private Practitioners Sabah

Public Education Partners
FPMPAM/CARE: St John Ambulance Malaysia
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